
NEW GENERATION WINDOWS



Introducing the new M70 window system from the world’s leading 
PVC-U window systems manufacturer, The VEKA UK Group.
For decades, the original Matrix 70 set the industry standard for classic good looks combined with 
technical performance. The new M70 builds upon the numerous qualities that made its predecessor 
a modern classic, with a fully updated design that offers even more benefits for your home, 
including: heightened security, improved thermal performance and impressive weather proofing.

M70 is one of the most versatile and dependable PVC-U window systems available today, boasting a 
timeless element that makes it the perfect complement to any property. 

Welcome to M70: the standard by which other windows are measured.

the industry standard
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A perfect fit
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The M70 system can be arranged in virtually any 
configuration and can be used to create a huge 
range of different window styles.
Besides traditional Casement windows, M70 is also available as a versatile 
Tilt and Turn unit, and – to continue the contemporary look throughout 
your home – French and Residential doors too. Sashes that open at the 
top or sides can be combined with fixed panes, helping you to achieve the 
perfect window solution for any situation. Combine this with The VEKA UK 
Group’s 18-strong Variations colour range (see page 9) and it’s easy to see 
how M70 has earned its unrivalled reputation for adaptability.



Excellent for energy bills
M70 will not only meet but exceed your 
expectations for thermal performance and 
energy retention. 
Its standard-setting design has everything it takes to consistently keep 
your home warm in the winter and cool throughout the summer. The 
new M70 has been designed with an impressive five internal ‘chambers’ 
to improve thermal performance. This allows the system to achieve an ‘A 
rating for energy efficiency. With carefully chosen glass and hardware it 
can even achieve the ‘A++’ standard: the highest currently certified level of 
window efficiency!

The warmest areas seen here in red show where heat is being lost from the building.

Red areas have been eliminated after fitting energy efficient VEKA windows.
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Safe and secure
PVC-U windows have many benefits over their 
traditional wooden counterparts, including a 
superior security performance that will endure 
for years.
Where timber can wear, warp and rot, M70’s metal-reinforced PVC-U 
frame will remain straight and true for a lifetime – regardless of changes 
in climate. A formidable barrier against intruders, M70 meets PAS 24 – the 
industry’s design standard for door and window security – and Secured by 
Design, the official UK Police initiative for ‘designing out crime’. 

It is compatible with locks, hinges and handles from any of the major 
manufacturers, including MACO, Yale, DGS, Nico, Fullex, Millenco and more. 

With M70, peace of mind comes as standard.
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...with choice of 18 colours
VEKA’s Variations range features 
14 unique colours along with four 
of the most authentic woodgrain 
finishes to be found in the PVC-U 
window marketplace. 
Ranging from classic, timeless White to contemporary 
Anthracite Grey, the collection encompasses today’s 
most trending colour schemes, including pale pastels 
and warm, rich tones to suit any style of property. The 
four woodgrain finishes are virtually indistinguishable 
from real timber and are steadily graded to cover 
everything from the rich caramel of Irish Oak to 
deep, luxurious Siena PN. The Variations colour range 
further extends M70’s versatility, allowing you to 
really stamp your individual personality on your 
property.

White Cream Irish Oak Golden Oak Rosewood Siena PN

Agate Grey Silver Grey Basalt Grey Slate Grey Anthracite Grey Steel Blue

Dark Red Wine Red Beck Brown Chartwell Green Moss Green Dark Green
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At home in any home 
M70’s crisp, bevelled design is equally suited 
to contemporary houses as it is to traditional, 
period properties.   
With its clean, uncluttered lines, M70 is an ideal window choice for 
buildings that brim with character. It allows the authenticity of rustic, 
heritage properties to shine through, while also complementing the 
understated lines of modern building design. Compatible with a wide range 
of handle, lock and hinge designs, and available in all 18 shades of VEKA’s 
Variations colour range (see page 9 for details), M70 can be tailored to 
reflect the essence of your home, right down to the finest detail.

Meet your perfect match with M70.
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Every VEKA system comes with the reassurance 
that you have chosen products from the 
national and global leader in PVC-U door, 
window and conservatory systems.
VEKA began in Germany over four decades ago, and is still owned and run 
by the same family.

Today it has more than 35 manufacturing and sales sites worldwide, 
employing in excess of 5,200 people. The company expanded into England 
in 1986, establishing The VEKA UK Group, which now incorporates two 
leading PVC-U profile manufacturers, VEKA plc and Halo. 

Network VEKA, the Group’s pioneering installer support brand was 
established in 1996 to offer homeowners a new way to choose home 
improvements, with guarantees built-in at every stage.

The Group’s Approved Installer Scheme was unveiled last year, allowing 
professional VEKA and Halo installers another way to demonstrate their 
commitment to quality.

VEKA proactively champions environmental responsibility and 
sustainability, offering an identical M70 produced using Infinity profile – 
indiscernible from our virgin product but made with up to 80% recycled 
material. 

It is estimated that one in four UK commercial window installations comes 
from The VEKA UK Group.

VEKA: Number one in the UK
and worldwide

www.vekauk.com

The VEKA Group

The VEKA Group

For YOUR home
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Fit                  in YOUR home

www.vekauk.com


